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Let B be a 2-parameter Brownian motion on R: . Consider the non-Markovian 
stochastic differential equation in the plane dX(z) = a(z, X) dB(z) + j(z, X)dz for 
ZER:, i.e., X,,- X0., - x,, o + X0, o = jR,4L Xl dB, + SRI B(L W 4 for z E R:, 
where R, = [O, s] x [0, f ]  for z = (s, 1) E R: It is shown in this paper that a unique 
strong solution to the stochastic differential equation exists if and only if (I) for 
every probability measure p on the space I?W of continuous real-valued functions 
on aR: there exists a solution (X, B) of the stochastic differential equation on some 
filtered probability space with p as the probability distribution of ax, and (II) the 
pathwise uniqueness of solutions of the stochastic differential equation holds. 
Q 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The object of our study is a stochastic differential equation of non- 
Markovian type in the plane 
dXz = a(z, X) dB, + j?(z, X) dz, (1.0) 
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Xs,, - Xo., - Xs, o + Xo, o = j- a(i, Xl 4 + il, B(L X) 4 (1.1) 
R: 
for z = (s, t) E R: and R, = [0, s] x [0, t], where B is an { g,)-Brownian 
motion on a filtered probability space (52, 5, P; 5,) with aB=O, aB being 
the restriction of B to the boundary 8R: of R: . Throughout this paper by 
a filtered probability space (!2,& P; 5,) we mean a probability space 
(52,& P) with an increasing and right continuous family {9,, z E R: } of 
sub-a-fields of j’j each of which contains all the null sets in (Q,s, P). Let 
b(W) be the a-field of the Bore1 sets in the space W of all continuous real- 
valued functions on R< with respect to the metric topology of uniform con- 
vergence on the compact subsets of R: . With respect to this metric W is a 
complete separable metric space and furthermore d(W) is equal to the 
o-field generated by the cylinder sets in W. Parallel statements hold for 
%!(a W), where 8 W is the space of all continuous real-valued functions on 
JR:. The notation mw designates the Wiener measure on ( W, 23( W)) con- 
centrated on those elements of W which vanish on 8R:. For z E R: we 
write d,(W) for the a-field of subsets of W generated by the cylinder sets of 
the type {w E W; w(c) E E} for some c d z and EE 93(R). The coefficients a 
and fl in (1.1) are assumed to be b(R:)@ b( W)/%(R) measurable real- 
valued functions on R: x W such that a(z, .) and /?(z, .) are 23,(W)/%(R) 
measurable real-valued functions on W for every z E R: . For two random 
variables 5 and q on a probability space we write 5 = q to mean the almost 
sure equality of the two even when we do not add the qualifier “a.s.” 
Similarly we write X= Y for two stochastic processes X and Y on a 
probability space when X( ., o) = Y( ., CD) for a.e. w  E Q. Finally, we write 
mL for the Lebesgue measure on R:. 
By an { $jZ}-Brownian motion on a filtered probability space (52, 5, P; 
5,) me mean an {G,}-adapted two-parameter Brownian motion B on the 
filtered probability space satisfying the condition that B((z, z’]) and 
gf v 8: are independent for z < z’, or equivalently 
ECexp{iuB((z, z’l)}Ii3~ v W:l=exp{ -~md(z,z’l~] for UER, 
where 
a:=n( u 5s.v) and 
VERL 
5:=0( U 5,,) 
liER+ 
for z = (s, t) E R: . 
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DEFINITION 1.1. By a solution of (1 .l ) we mean a pair of 2-parameter 
stochastic processes (A’, B) on some filtered probability space (52,& P, 5,) 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) B is an { g,}-Brownian motion with 8B = 0, 
(2) X is an {%,)-adapted process whose sample functions are all 
continuous on R: , 
(3) for every T>O 
and 
(1.3) 
where @ and !P are defined by 
@(z, 0) = 45 w-9 w)) for (z,o)~R: xs2 (1.4) 
and 
wz, w) = 8(z, a.9 0)) for (z,w)~R!+ xSZ, (1.5) 
(4) with probability 1, (1.1) holds for all ZE R:. 
DEFINITION 1.2. We say that the solution of (1.1) is unique in the sense 
of probability distribution if the following condition (U.l) is satisfied: 
(U.l) Whenever (A’, B) and (A”, B’) are two solutions of (1.1) on two 
possibly different filtered probability spaces and dX and &Y’ have the same 
probability distribution on (a IV, !B(a IV)), then X and X’ have the same 
probability distribution on (W, b(W)). 
Consider the following condition: 
(U.2) Whenever (X, B) and (X’, B’) are two solutions of (1.1) on two 
possibly different filtered probability spaces and &k’= x and 8X’ =x also 
for some x E 8 W, then X and A” have the same probability distribution on 
(WY WV). 
Since the condition 8X=x is equivalent to the condition that the 
probability distribution of aA’ on (a W, 23(8 W)) is the unit mass at x E 8 W, 
(U.2) is implied by (U.l). In Theorem 2.3 we show that actually (U.l) and 
(U.2) are equivalent. That the uniqueness in probability distribution of 
solutions to a l-parameter stochastic differential equation under deter- 
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ministic initial condition is equivalent to uniqueness in probability dis- 
tribution of solutions under stochastic initial condition is mentioned in N. 
Ikeda and S. Watanabe [2] (see Remark 1.2 on p. 148). The proof of 
Theorem 2.3 is based on Theorem 2.2, which shows that if (X, B) is a 
solution of (1.1) on a filtered probability space (Sz, 5, P; 5,) with the 
probability distribution of 8-X denoted by p and if Psx, x E 8 W, is a regular 
conditional probability of P given ax= x then (X, B) is a solution of (1.1) 
with aA’= x on the filtered probability space (Q 5, P&; 3;) for p a.e. x in 
~3 W. Theorem 2.2 will be used also in reducing the construction of a strong 
solution to (1.1) under stochastic boundary condition to that under deter- 
ministic boundary condition. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let 2J( W) be the completion of ‘13(W) with respect to 
m,. For every z E R: we write d,(W) for the a-field generated by d,(W) 
and the collection of all the null sets in (W, B(W), mw). We write 
B(dWx W)pXmW for the completion of 23(3Wx W) with respect to the 
product measure p x m,. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let S(a Wx W) be the class of transformations F of 
C? W x W into W satisfying the condition that for every probability measure 
p on (a W, %(a W)) there exists a transformation F, of C? W x W into W such 
that 
(1) F, is 23(iYWx W) P ’ ““/b( W) measurable, 
(2) for every x E 8 W, F,[x, . ] is b,( W)/2Jt,( W) measurable for every 
ZER:, 
(3) there exists a null set N, in (8 W, 23(dW), p) such that 
F[x, w] = F,[x, w] for a.e. w  in ( W, 23(W), mw) when x E I$. 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let (X, B) be a solution of the stochastic differential 
equation ( 1.1) on a filtered probability space (Q, ?j, P; 5,) and let ,u be the 
probability distribution of 8X. We call (X, B) a strong solution of (1.1) if 
there exists a transformation Fv of ~7 W x W into W satisfying (1) and (2) of 
Definition 1.4 such that 
X= F,[cX,B] a.s. on (G, 5, P; 5,). 
DEFINITION 1.6. We say that (1.1) has a unique strong solution if there 
exists FE S(a W x W) such that 
(1) if (Q,ikP;iY,) IS a filtered probability space on which an 
(S,}-Brownian motion B with aB= 0 exists, then for every continuous 
{ ?j,)-adapted boundary process Z on (Q, 3, P; 5,) whose probability 
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distribution is denoted by p, (X, B) with X= F,[Z, B] is a solution of (1.1) 
with KY= Z on (Q, 5, P; g,), 
(2) if (X, E) is a solution of (1.1) on a filtered probability space 
(a, 3, P; 5;) and the probability distribution of &Y is denoted by ,u, then 
X=F,[aX, II] a.s. on (Q, 5, P; 5,). 
DEFINITION 1.7. We say that the pathwise uniqueness of solutions to 
(1.1) holds if whenever (A’, B) and (X’, B) with the same B are two 
solutions of (1.1) on the same filtered probability space and 8X= 8X’, then 
X=x’. 
Under the assumption of a Lipschitz condition and an order of growth 
condition on the coefficients c1 and /? in (1.1 ), one of the present authors 
showed the existence of a strong solution satisfying slightly different 
measurability conditions from those in Definition 1.4 (see Definition 3.6 
and Theorem 3.12 of 1191). It was also shown that the Lipschitz condition 
implies the pathwise uniqueness of solutions. In Theorem 3.5 we show that 
a unique strong solution of (1.1) exists if and only if (I) for every 
probability measure p on (aFV, g(a W)) a solution (X, B) of (1.1 ), in which 
p is the probability distribution of 8X, exists and (II) the pathwise 
uniqueness of solutions of (1.1) holds. 
In Theorem in [12], we showed that if the pathwise uniqueness of 
solutions to the stochastic differential equation (1.1) holds and if for every 
x E 8 W Eq. (1.1) has a solution (X, B) satisfying 8X= x on some filtered 
probability space, then there exists a transformation F of d W x W into W, 
with F[x, .] uniquely determined up to a null set in ( W, d(W), mw) for 
each x E 8 W, such that 
(F. 1) for every x E 8 W, F[x, . ] is 23z( W)/d,( W) measurable for every 
zeR:, 
F.2) if 648, P; 5,) is a filtered probability space on which there 
exists an {g,}-Brownian motion B with 8s = 0, then (X, B) with XG 
F[x, B] is a solution of (1.1) satisfying ax= x on the filtered probability 
space for each x E 8 W, 
(F.3) any solution (A’, B) of (1.1) satisfying dX = x for some x E 8 W 
satisfies X= F[x, B]. 
In Section 3 we show that our F is in fact a unique strong solution of (1.1) 
as defined by Definition 1.6. 
Proof for the joint measurability of the strong solution seems to be 
missing in [2, S]. We have an explicit proof of this joint measurability in 
the two-parameter case in Section 3. Our existence and uniqueness theorem 
will be applied in a subsequent paper. For properties of stochastic integrals 
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in the plane, we refer to [l, 71. Existence and uniqueness of solutions to 
stochastic differential equations in the plane have been treated in 
[6,9, 10, 11). For related questions in one-parameter case, see [2, 3, 51. 
2. THE EQUIVALENCE OF (U.l) AND (U.2) 
We shall relate the condition (U.l) to the condition (U.2) through a 
regular conditional probability given X=x for XE 8 W. For this to be 
possible we construct a solution (X, B) of (1.1) on a probability space 
( W x W, 23( W x W), P) which has the same probability distribution as a 
given solution (2, B) of (1.1). Since 23( W x W) is the a-field of Bore1 sets in 
the complete separable metric space W x W, a regular conditional 
probability of P given 8X= x exists. See [4] for regular conditional 
probability. 
Now let (2, 8) be a solution of (1.1) on a filtered probability space 
(8, 8, P; $j,). For i = 0 and 1 let Wi be copies of W and consider B( ., ~5) 
and J?( ., &) for Cc, E fi as mappings of fi into W,, and W,, respectively. The 
probability distribution of B on (W,,, g( W,)) is then the Wiener measure 
m,. Let P be the probability distribution of (2, B) on (W, x W,, 
d( W, x W,)), i.e., 
P(A) = P(($ B)-‘(A)) for A E d( W, x W,). (2.0) 
A filtered probability space (52, 5, P; 5,) is obtained if we set 
a= w,x w, (2-l) 
5=ww, x Wo) (=WW,)6WWo)) (2.2) 
89 = fBz( WI x Wo) (=~z(w,)o~z(wo)) (2.3) 
i-J$=a(g?u%) (2.4) 
5z= n ss*+E,t+E for z = (s, t) E R: , (2.5) 
&>O 
where !B=( W, x W,) is the a-field of subsets of W, x W, generated by the 
cylinder sets of the type { ( wl, wo) E W, x W, ; Wi(ci) o Ei for i = 0, 1 } with 
ci < z and Ei E 23( Wi) and 8 is the collection of the null sets in (In, 8, P). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (2,s) be a solution of (1.1) on a filtered probability 
space (6, $, P; $,) and let (Sz, 5, P; 5;) be the filtered probability space 
defined on the function space W, x W, by (2.Oj42.5). Define a pair of 
2-parameter stochastic processes B and X on (0, 5, P; 3;) by setting 
B(z, 0) = we(z) for w=(w,, w,)~s2 and ZER:. (2.6) 
wz, 0) = w*(z) (2.7) 
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Then B is an { 5, )-Brownian motion with 3B = 0 and (X, B) is a solution of 
( 1.1) on (Q, 5, P; 5,) in which X has the same probability distribution as 2 
Proof: Clearly B is an { s,}-adapted stochastic process with continuous 
sample functions with aB = 0 on the filtered probability space (Q, 5, P, 3,). 
To show that B is an (g,)-Brownian motion it remains to verify that for 
z, z’ E R: , z<z’, and UER, 
EpCexp{iuB((z, z’l)>l 3: v ST1 =ev (2.8) 
that is, 
f 
exp{iuB((z, z’])} dP=exp for A E $jf v i$f. 
A 
Now since B and 2 are {$=)-adapted we have (2, &‘(gt) c 6,. From 
this it follows that 
Therefore by the image probability law and by the fact that fi is an 
:z;}-Brownian motion on (fi, 8, P; s,), we have for every A E @ l v @* 
s 
exp{iuB((z, z’])} dP 
A 
exp{iu&(z, z’])} dF 
= exp 
i 
-gmL((z, z’])} P[(2, B)-‘(A)] 
= exp 
This equality then holds for every A E iJ,*p ’ v g:3 2 also. Thus 
E,[exp{ iuB((z, z’])} I7j,** ’ v iJ,*** ] - exp { --gmL((z, z’])} . (2.10) 
Let z, = (S + l/n, t + l/n) for z = (s, t), where n is so large that z, < z’. Then 
EpCew{W(z,, z’l>I IS: v i3tl 
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by (2.10). Letting n + co we have (2.8), completing the proof that B is an 
(S,}-Brownian motion on (Q, 5, P; 5,). 
By (2.6) and (2.7), the probability distribution of (X, B) on 
( W, x IV,, 23( W, x W,)) is equal to P, i.e., the probability distribution of 
(2, &. Therefore X has the same probability distribution as J? and further- 
more it can be shown that (X, B) is a solution of (1.1) on (52, 3, P; 3,). 1 
Let (X, B) be the solution of (1.1) defined by (2.6) and (2.7) on the 
filtered probability space (Q, 3, P; 3,) constructed on the function space 
52 = W, x W, by (2.0)-(2.5). Let p be the probability distribution on 
(8 W, B(8 W)) of the mapping 8X of Q into a W defined by 
aw,4=~,1,,: for w= (w,, w,)EQ. 
Since Q = W, x W,, is a complete separable metric space and 
5 = !B( W, x W,) is the o-field of the Bore1 sets in Q and since 8X is 
g/23(8 W) measurable, there exists a unique regular conditional probability 
of P given aA’= x for x E 8 W, i.e., there exists a real-valued function 
Pl;?= {P&(A); AE& XEaw} 
such that 
(P.l) for every x E i3 W, P& is a probability measure on (Q, g), 
(P.2) for every A E 5, P$J( A) is ‘t3( 8 W)/23( R) measurable, 
(P.3) for every AE~ and EE%(aW), 
p(An{w~O;ax(.,o)~E})=I P&(A)&ix), 
E 
(P.4) if {p(x, A); AE 5, x E 8 WI is a real-valued function satisfying 
the conditions (P.l)-(P.3) then there exists a null set N in (a W, 23(LJW), p) 
such that 
Ax, A I= f%(A) for all A E 5 when x E NC. 
For an integrable random variable 5 on (Q, 5, P), (P.3) has an integral 
form 
(P-3)’ jcdXj-qE, 5(a) P(dm) = fECjn 8~) % (d~)lAdx) for EE 
23(a W) from which we obtain 
(P.3)” E,,(< 1 ax)(x) = jnc(w) P&(h) for a.e. x in (a W, 23(a W), p). 
Since s(lJW) is countably determined (i.e., there exists a countable sub- 
set of %(aW) such that whenever two probability measures on s(i3W) 
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agree on the subset then they agree on the entire B(dW)), and since 
(x} E %(8W) for every x E 8 W, our regular condition probability P& has 
the additional property 
(P.5) there exists a null set N in (aW, %3(aW), p) such that 
p;,{wd2;ax(.,w)=x)=i for x E NC. 
For each x E 8 W, let 5RL, be the collection of the null sets in (Sz, 5, P&.) 
and let 
52= n 5~;“,.~+~ for z=(s, t)eR:. (2.12) 
&SO 
Then (52, 5, P&s:) is a filtered probability space. As we shall show in 
Theorem 2.2, the (ijJBrownian motion B on (Q,g, P; 5,) defined by 
(2.6) is also an { g:}-Brownian motion on (52, 5, P&g;) for a.e. x in (a W, 
%(a WI, P). We write (p;,) jR, di, Xl dB, and (pt) jRz B(5, X) 4 for the 
stochastic integrals of a and fi on (a, 5, P;,; 5;) if they exist. The 
stochastic integrals jR, ~(5, X) dB, and JR, j?(c, X) dc on (a, 5, P; 5;) will 
be at times written as (P) jRZ~(!(r, X) dB, and (P)jRz j?(c, X) d[. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (52,& P; 5,) and (X, B) be as in Lemma 2.1. Let p be 
the probability distribution of 8X and let 
PI;:= {P&.(A); Ac&x~aw) 
be a regular conditional probability of P given 8X = x. Then for a.e. x in 
(a W, %(a W), p) we have 
(1) B is an (@;}-B rownian motion with aB= 0 on the filtered 
probability space (52,& P&;s;), 
(2) the stochastic integrals (P&) JR, a([,X) dB, and (P&.) 
jR, /?(i, X) dC for z E R: exist on (Q,& P&;iJ:) and 
(P-L) jR, a(L Xl d4 = (P) jR, a(L X) dB, 
U3,)jR2 P(L W 4 = (PI JR7 B(5, Xl 4, 
(3) (A’, B) is a solution of (1.1) on (Sz, 3, P&,; jj;), 
(4) P~~{(o~52;ax(.,o)=x)=l, that is, dX=x,P&.-a.s. 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
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Proof (1) Clearly B is a continuous stochastic process with 8B = 0 
on (a, iJ, P&x) for every XE 8 W. By (2.6), B is { Sf}-adapted and thus 
(SC}-adapted f or every XE 8 W. To show that B is an { g;}-Brownian 
motion on (&I, ?j, P&x; 5;) for a.e. x in (a W, 23(a W), p) it remains to show 
that for a.e. x we have for all z, z’ E R:, z <z’, and u E R, 
EG* [exp(iuB((z, z‘]) jI?j:, I v 5: ‘I= exp 
that is, for all A E 5; r v 52 2 
s 
exp{ iuB((z, z’])} dP&= exp 
A 
Consider first A E fj: ’ v go, 2. Then for every E E %(a W) we have z
I E E6x Cexp { iW( Z, Z’],} l,]/ddX) 
= Wexp{W(z, z’l>> L, Cax,-1,E,31 
= exp 
i 








by (P.3)‘, the fact that B is an {jJ’j!}-Brownian motion on (Sz, ‘& P) as 
established by (2.9), and finally (P.3). From the arbitrariness of EE B(dW), 
there exists a null set N(z, z’, u, A) in (a W, !B(a W), cc) such that 
= exp for x E NC(z, z’, U, A). (2.17) 
Since 3: is countably determined so is 8: ’ v ‘$j> *. Let B be a countable 
determining subset of 3:’ v 3:‘. Let Q be the collection of rational num- 
bers and let Q, be that of the nonnegative rational numbers and consider 
the null set N in (aW, 23(aW)p) defined by 
N= u iV( z, z’, u, A). 
Then for x E NC, (2.17) or equivalently (2.16) holds for all z, z’ E Q: , z < z’, 
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u E Q, and A E 8:’ v 8:‘. Then by the continuity of B, (2.16) holds for 
all z,z’~R:, z<z’, UE R, and A E 8:’ v 8:’ when XE NC. From this 
follows (2.15) for x E N’ in the same way (2.8) followed from (2.9). This 
completes (1). 
(2) The continuous stochastic process X on (0, 3, P) defined by (2.7) 
is { Gt}-adapted and is thus an { g;}-adapted process on (a, 5, P&x; 5;) 
for every x E C? W. To show that for a.e. x in (a W, %(a W), p) the stochastic 
integrals (P&) JR, cc(C, X) dB, and (P&x) JR, p([, X) dc for z E R: exist on 
(Sz, 5, P;,; 5:) it remains to verify the integrability conditions (1.2) and 
(1.3) with respect to the probability measure P& for a.e. x for the 
stochastic processes @ and Y defined by (1.4) and (1.5). Now 
WE& j [ co. TI x co, T] l@k .)I * m,(dz) 1 
= EP fco, r, x Co,T, 1% . )lidW] < 03 
by (P.3)’ and (1.2). Thus for a.e. x in (a W, ‘23(aW), p) 
EGx IW, .)I’m,(dz) c co, 
Tl x co. r1 1 
and similarly by (P.3)’ and (1.3) 
This establishes the existence of (P&) JR, cr(c, X) dB, and (P&) 
jR, B(i, Xl 4 for z E R:. 
To prove (2.13) let W, n= 1, 2 , . . . . be a sequence of {%:)-adapted step 






Then by (P.3)’ we have 
I@;-@r12~,W3 AdxO=O 1 
so that there exist a subsequence (W > of (@)“I and a null set N in 
(a W, 23(a W), p) such that 
lim EeX I@~-@~~*mL(d~) =0 1 for XE NC. (2.19) m-03 
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From (218) and (2.19) we have 
lim j” @y dB, = (P) j Qi dB, in L2(P) 
m-m R, R: 
and 
lim j @y dB,= (P&l J @c dB, in L2(P&) for x E N’, rnda; Rx RZ 
respectively. Thus for fixed x E NC, there exists a subsequence {CD’} of {CD)“} 
such that 
lim j-RI @: dB, = (PI j- @i d4 a.e. on (Q, 5, P) I-+‘x R: 
and 
lim J @[ dB, = (P&) J CD[ dB, a.e. on (Q, 5, P;~). 
I*‘=C R; R: 
Since our stochastic integrals are defined up to null sets in respective 
filtered probability spaces, we have 
UJ) J @& = (%I J @, dB, when XEN’, 
K R: 
proving (2.13). Similarly (2.14) holds. 
(3) For xE8W’let 
y-r = NW, ~1) - (f’;x) 1 
R: 
4L w dB, - (p&I J Hi, x) 4 for ZER:. 
R: 
(2.20) 
To show that (X, B) is a solution of (1.1) on (Sz, 5, P&; 3:) for a.e. x in 
(8W, 23(8W), p) we show that Y;=O a.e. on (Q,& P&) for a.e. x. Let 
yz = x((o, 21) - ff’) j 45, x) dB, - (PI JRz B(i, xl 4 for ZER!+. 
RZ 
(2.21) 
Then, since (X, B) is a solution of (1.1) on (Q, 5, P; 3,), we have Y, = 0 
for all z E R: a.e. on (a, $‘j, P). Thus there exists a null set A in (Q, 5, P) 
such that 
OEACJ Y;(o)=0 for all z E R: . (2.22) 
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Now by (P.3) 
s P&f) p(dx) = P(A) = 0 8W 
so that there exists a null set N, in (JR’, %S(aIV), p) such that 
P&(A) = 0 for XEN;. (2.23) 
By (2) there exists a null set N, in (8IV, ?Z3(aR’), CL) such that (2.13) and 
(2.14) hold for XEF!. Let N= N, u N,. Then by (2.20)(2.23), for every 
XEN’, there exists Q”E 5 with P&(Q”)= 1 such that Y;(o) =0 for all 
z ER: when w  E!Z~, i.e., (X, B) is a solution of (1.1) on (X2, 3, P-&; 5;) 
when x E N’. This proves (3). 
(4) By (P.5), (4) is satisfied by our X 1 
THEOREM 2.3. The conditions (U.1) and (U.2) are equiualent. 
Proof: Clearly (U.1) implies (U.2). It remains to show that (U.2) 
implies (U.1). 
Let (fi, hi) be a solution of ( 1.1) on a filtered probability space 
(di, gi, pi; gi .) for i = 1 and 2 and assume that 82, and a22 have the same 
probability distribution p on (a W, ‘B(8W)). Let vi be the probability 
distribution of fi on ( W, 23(W)) for i= 1 and 2. We proceed to show that 
under the assumption of (U.2) we have vr = v2. 
By Lemma 2.1 there exists a solution (Xi, BJ of (1.1) on the filtered 
probability space (Sz, 5, Pi; 5, .) constructed on the function space 
0 = W, x W, by (2.Ok(2.5) such that Xi has the same probability 
distribution on ( W, 23(W)) as Ti for i= 1 and 2. Then a<, and a:2 have 
the same probability distribution p on (c?W, !B(aW)) as 8X, and 8X,. 
According to Theorem 2.2 for a.e. x in (8W, 23(aW), p), (Xi, Bi) is a 
solution of (1.1) on the filtered probability space (52, 5, P;,,; g;,) and 
for i= 1 and 2. Thus, for a.e. x in (aW, 2!J(8W), p) let v; be the probability 
distribution on (W, 23(W)) of Xi in the solution (Xi, Bi) of (1.1) with 
axi = x on (Q, 3, P;,,; g;,). Then by (U.2) there exists a null set N in 
(8 W, s(a W), p) such that 
v; and v’; exist and v; = v; for x E N’. (2.24) 
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Since v: is the probability distribution on (W, !B( W)) of the stochastic 
process Xi on (Q, 3, P;,J we have 
Yv)=P;,x,(~,?(4) for AE%(W),i=l and2, whenxEW. 
(2.25) 
By (P.3) and (2.25) we have for A E d( W) and i = 1 and 2 that 
so that by (2.24) 
This proves the equality of vi and vz on ( W, d(W)). 1 
COROLLARY 2.4. The pathwise uniqueness of the solution of the 
stochastic differential equation (1.1) implies its uniqueness in the sense of 
probability distribution. 
Proof: In view of the equivalence of the two conditions (U.1) and (U.2) 
by Theorem 2.3, it suffices to show that the pathwise uniqueness condition 
implies (U.2). 
For fixed x E a W, if (gi, BJ is a solution of (1.1) under the boundary 
condition 82,=x on a filtered probability space (ai, gi, Pi; 8,:) for i= 1 
and 2, then by (F.3) 
fi = F[x, Bi] for i= 1 and 2 
so that (R,, b,) and (R2, &) have the same probability distribution P on 
( W, x W,, ‘13( W, x W,,)). If we let (Xi, Bi) be the representation of ($i, Bi) 
on the filtered probability space (f2, ‘& P; 5,) as defined by (2.0)-(2.5) 
for i = 1 and 2, then B, = Bz and ax, = x = ax, so that by the pathwise 
uniqueness we have Xi = X1. In particular X1 and X, have the same 
probability distribution and consequently so do 8, and fz. From the 
arbitrariness of x E 8 W, the condition (U.2) is now satisfied. 1 
3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQIJENESSOFA STRONG SOLUTION 
Suppose the stochastic differential equation (1.1) has a solution (2, b) 
on a filtered probability space (a, g, P; $j,) and let ,u be the probability 
distribution of 82. According to Lemma 2.1, (X, B) defined by (2.6) and 
(2.7) is a solution of (1.1) on the filtered probability space (a, 3, P; 3,) 
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defined on D = W, x W, by (2.0~(2.5). Since X has the same probability 
distribution on 2, the probability distribution of 8X is given by p 
Consider the mapping (ax, X, B) of Sz into 8 W x W, x W, defined by 
(ax, x, ~04 = (w, I aR:T wl, wo) for w  = (wl, w,)oG?. (3.0) 
Let Q be the probability distribution of (8X, X, B) on (a Wx W, x W,,, 
2qawx W, x W,)), i.e., 
QU)=P((aX x W’(4) for Adqawx w, x w,). (3.1) 
Since 8X and B are independent random vectors on (S, 5, P), the 
probability distribution of (8X, 8) on (d Wx W,, d(aWx W,)) is given by 
the product measure p x m,. Let Q-7 . be a regular condition probability of 
Q under the projection of 8 W x W, x W, onto a W x W,, i.e., 
Q’,‘={Q~,wo(A,);A,~~(W1), (x, w,)EaWx W,} (3.2) 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(Q.l) for every (x, wO) E 8Xx W,, Qx*W’o is a probability measure on 
(W,, WW,)), 
(Q.2) for every A, E b( W,), Q.7 ‘(A,) is b(aWx W,)/d(R) mea- 
surable, 
(4.3) for every A,EZS(W~), EE23(aW), and A,e%J(Wo), 
Consider PjJ, a regular conditional probability of P given 8X= x for 
x E 8 W as introduced in Section 2. For each x E a W, let (P&)( ’ ) be a 
regular conditional probability of the probability measure P& under the 
projection B of W, x W, onto W,, i.e., 
(P#‘= {(p&)““(-%); A, EWW,), WOE Wo) (3.3) 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(R.1) for every woe W,, (P&)“” is a probability measure on 
(WI, WW,)), 
(R.2) for every A, E d( W,), (P&)(*)(,4,) is b( W,)/d(R) measurable, 
(R.3) for every Alc2J(W1) and Ao~!13(Wo), 
(P&)(A I x Ao) = JAo (P~xx)wY~ I) mw(dwo). 
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Our Q., . and (P$?)(. ) are related by the following lemma. In each of the 
four lemmas below we assume as above, without repeating the statement 
each time, that (1.1) has a solution (X,4) on some filtered probability 
space (4, 8, P; 8,) with the probability distribution of 8X denoted by p. 
The notations (Sz, 3, P; g,), X, B, Q, Q’, ., Pa? , and (P$#” denote the 
same as defined above. 
LEMMA 3.1. There exist a null set N in (a W, B(a W), p) and a collection 
(M(x), x E N’} of null sets in ( W,, d( W,), mw) such that 
Q x~wO=(P&)wo on (W,, d(W,)) when w,~M(x)’ and XE~. (3.4) 
Proof: Let E E B(a W), A 1 E d( W,), and A, E 8( W,). Then 
Q-'-"O(A 1) mw(dw,) Adx) = Q(Ex A I x AI) 
=P((ax,X,~)-l(Ex~,x~,))=P(aX-l(E)f-d,x~,) 
= I P;x(A, x A,) /4dx) E 
by (Q.3), (3.1), (3.0), and (P.3). Thus, corresponding to our A, and A, 
there exists a null set N(A,, A,) in (a W, ‘B(a W), p) such that 
I Qq “‘O(A l)mw(dw,) = P-$&4 1 x A,) when XE N(A,, A,)“. Ao 
Let 6 be a countable determining set for d( W, x W,) so that for the null 
set N in (aW, %(aW), cl) defined by 
N= u N(A), 
AEG 
we have the last equality holding for all &E d( W,) and A, E d( W,) 
whenever x E N’. Then by (R.3) 
j Ao Qx- ‘V1) mw(dw,) = IA0 (P;x,)wo(A I 1 mw(dwo) 
for all AOe 23( W,), A, E 23( W,), and x E N”. Thus corresponding to 
each x E NC and A, E B( W,), there exists a null set M(x, A,) in 
( W,, d( W,), mw) such that 
Qxswo(A,) = (P&)“‘%4,) when w,~W(x, A,). 
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Since 23( W,) is countably determined, corresponding to our x E NC there 
exists a null set M(x) in (IV,, b( IV,), mw) such that 
Qxv “‘*(A 1) = (%;,)(A I) for all A, ~23( W,) when w~EM(x)~ and XENC. 
This completes the proof. 1 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume further that the pathwise uniqueness of solutions to 
the stochastic dtfferential equation (1.1) holds and that for every x E 8 W there 
exists a solution (2, & of (1.1) satisfying aJ$= x on some filtered probability 
space. Let F be a transformation of 8 W x W, into WI satisfying the con- 
ditions (F.l t(F.3). Then there exist a null set N,, in (a W, B(a W), p) and a 
collection of null sets {M(x), XE Nfi} in ( W,,‘B( W,), m,) such that 
Q-‘, %‘O = d,,,. ,,>,,, for w,~M(x)~ and XEN;. (395) 
Proof Let N,, be the union of the two null sets in (a W, 23(a W), p), one 
in the statement of Theorem 2.2 and the other in that of Lemma 3.1. Let 
x E h$ be fixed for the rest of the proof. 
Let 6, = { W,, c$} and A, E %( W,). Let us show that 
1 w, x F[s, .,-‘(A,,(w1> wo) for (WI, wo)E W, x W, (3.6) 
is a version of 
Ef&CL,x tvo I& 0 2-v Wo)l(w, 9 wo) for (w,, wO)E W, x W,. (3.7) 
Now by (F.l), F[x, .] is b( W,)/b( W,) measurable so that 
F[x,.]-‘(A,)E!B(W~) and W,xF[x,~]-‘(A,)~~,~23j(W~). Thus it 
remains only to show that for every A, E d( W,) we have 
= I 1 Al x w,h wo) p&Mw,, wo)). W1xA3 
But according to (3) and (4) of Theorem 2.2 and (F.3), 
P&{(w,, WO)E WI x w,; w, =F[x, w,]} = 1. 
Therefore each one of the two integrals above is equal to 
s 
1 Al x fl.x. .I-‘u,) (w, 7 wo) P&‘,(d(w, 7 wo)h 
WlXAO 
proving the equality of the two. 
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Next, note that an arbitrary version of 
is also a version of the conditional expectation (3.7). Now since a regular 
conditional probability is a version of the conditional expectation, 
(P&)““(A,) for WOE IV, is a version of the conditional expectation (3.8). 
But according to Lemma 3.1 
tP~x)wat~,)=Q~*W”t~,) for a.e. w. in (TV,, %( IV,), mw). 
Therefore the characteristic function in (3.6) and QX* “O(A,) for woe We are 
two versions of the conditional expectation (3.7) so that there exists a null 
set M(x) in (IV,, d( W,), mw) such that 
Q-‘. “‘(A,) = l,,, .I-qA,jtwo) for w0 E M(X)‘. 
Let a E M(x)’ and b = F[x, a]. Then 
Q-r3w’otV+= l~I.~..,-~~~~two) for w. E M(x)’ 
so that in particular with wO=a we have 
Qx+‘otIb)) = LCx,.,-y&) = 1. 
Therefore we have shown that 
Q-', "'O( {F[x, w,]}) = 1 
completing the proof. 1 
i.e., Q-‘, w” = 6,,,, Wol for every w. E M(x)‘, 
LEMMA 3.3. Under the same assumption on (1.1) as in Lemma 3.2, let 
A= {(x, w,)EaWx W,; QX,““’ is not a unit mass}. (3.9) 
Then A is a null set in (aWx W,, d(aWx W,), p xmw). 
Proof: Since W, is a separable metric space, for every positive integer n 
there exist countably many closed balls &, i = 1,2, . . . . each with diameter 
n -l, such that W, = UE, &. Let us show that for an arbitrary 
probability measure v on ( W,, b( W,)) we have 
v is a unit mass o v(b,, i) = 0 or 1 for every n and i. (3.10) 
Now if v is a unit mass, clearly v(B,, i) = 0 or 1 for every n and i. Assume 
conversely that v(B, i) = 0 or 1 for every n and i. For fixed n, no two closed 
balls B,, i with v measure 1 can be disjoint for otherwise we would have 
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v( W,) 2 2. Let K, be the closed set which is the intersection of those closed 
balls in the collection {&, i= 1,2, . ..> with v measure 1. Then v(K,) = 1 
and the diameter 6(K,,) <n-l. For the sequence of closed sets 
K,,, n = 1, 2, . . . . we have K,, n K,,, # 0 by the same reason as above. Then 
c,, n = 1, 2, . ..) where C, = (7; = 1 K,,, is a decreasing sequence of closed sets 
with v( C,) = 1 and S( C,) < n -’ for every n. Since W, is a complete metric 
space and 6(C,) 10 as n + co there exists w, E W, such that 
n:==, C,= (~~1. Then v((w,))=limn,, v(C,)= 1. This proves (3.10). 
By (3.10) we have 
A”={(x,w,)E~?wx W,;Qwoisaunitmass} 
= {(x, w,)~aWx W,,; Q x, “‘o(B,i) = 0 or 1 for every n and i}. 
Since B, in b( W,), Q-‘,““(B,, i) is a 23(8 W x W,) measurable function of 
(x, w,)~aWx W, by (Q.2) f or every n and i so that AC E 23(8 Wx W,). 
Thus A E !8(8 W x W,). 
To show that (p x mw)(A)=O, let N, and M(x) for XEN: be as in 
the statement of Lemma 3.2. For XE IV’, and w,, E M(x)‘, we have 
Q”*wo = 8FCx,+0, by Lemma 3.2 so that (x, w,,) E A’ and thus w0 E (A’),, the 
section of AC c 8 W x W,, at x E 8 W. Therefore x E Nfi implies M(x)’ c (A’),, 
i.e., A, c M(x). Thus 
since mw(M(x)) = 0 for x E Nf,. Therefore (p x mw)(A) = 0. 1 
LEMMA 3.4. Under the same assumptions on the stochastic differential 
equation (1.1) as in Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 let G be a transformation of 
8 W x W, into W, defined by 
6 CC-Y. WI = Q** w” for (x, w,)EA’ (3.11) 
G[x, w,] = 0 E W, for (4 WdE~ (3.12) 
and define a transformation F, of 8 W x W, into W, by 
f’,Cx, wol = GCx, w,l fAr (x, wO) E N; x W,, 
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Then 
(1) G is b(aWx W,)/8( W,) measurable, 
(2) F,, satisfies the conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 1.4, 
(3) F, and F satisfy the condition (3) of Definition 1.4. 
Proof. Equation (3.11) defines G[x, wO] for (x, w,,)E /i’ as the point 
in W, on which the unit mass QeY- W0 concentrates. To prove the 
23(a Wx W,)/B( W,) measurability of G note that /i, /i’ E 23(a Wx W,) by 
Lemma 3.3 and for A, E ‘B( W,) we have on one hand 
G-‘(A,)nA’= {( x,w~)E/~~;G[x,w,]=w, for some w,EA,) 
= ((x, wo) E A’; Q “*“*(A,)= 1) l 23(aWx W,) 
by (4.2) while on the other hand G- ‘(A, ) C-J n = /1 or 4 depending as 
0 E A, or 0 E A; so that in any case G- ‘(A,) n ,4 E %(a W x W,). Therefore 
G-‘(A,)E b(aWx W,) proving the B(aWx W,)/b( W,) measurability 
of G. 
Since G is a ‘B(a W x W,)/B( W,) measurable transformation defined on 
aWx W, and F,=G on N;x W, by (3.13) and since N,x W, is a null set 
in (awx W,, 233(awx WO)pXmW,pxm,), F, is b(awx W,,)~““w/!B(W,) 
measurable, satisfying (1) in Definition 1.4. 
To verify (2) of Definition 1.4 for I;,, let x E a W be fixed. If x E N, then 
by (3.14) and (F.l), FJx, -1 is 23,(W,)/B),( W,) measurable for every 
ZER5. If XEN; then F,[x,.]=G[x,.] by (3.13). Now for fixed xeaW 
and A, E ‘BZ( W,), Q-X, ‘(A,) is !B,( W,)/%,( W,) measurable for every z E R: 
as can be shown by the same argument as in Lemma 1 of [ 121. Also for 
XEN;, A, is a null set in (W,, b( W,), mw) as we saw in the proof of 
Lemma 3.3 so that /i,~ 8,( W,) for every ZE R: by Definition 1.3. 
Therefore 
G[~,~]~‘(A,)rul;= { w~EA:;Q”“(A,)=~}E~~(W~) 
while G[x,.]-‘(A,)nA,=A, or 4 depending as OEA, or OEA;. Thus 
G[x,.]-‘(A,)EBJW,,) for every ZER: when A,EB),(W,) proving the 
23( W,)/‘BT;( W,) measurability of G[x, .] and hence that of F,[x, -1 for 
every z E R: when x E PP. This verifies (2) of Definition 1.4 for our F,. 
Finally, to verify (3) of Definition 1.4 recall that by (3.5), (3.9), and 
(3.1 I) 
x E N; and w0 E M(x)’ =P QX- w” = 6.,,, ,,,,,, 
=E. (x, w(J E A’ 
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so that 
FCx, wol = GCx, wol for x E A$ and w0 E M(x)‘. 
Then by (3.15) and (3.13) 
FE% %I = qk %I for x E N; and w0 E M(x)’ 
verifying (3) of Definition 1.4 for our F and F,. 1 
(3.15) 
THEOREM 3.5. The stochastic differential equation (1.1) has a unique 
strong solution zf and only if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(I) for every probability measure p on (a W, ‘B(8 W)), a solution (2, b) 
of (1.1) with p as the probability distribution of 82 exists on some filtered 
probability space (fi, $j, P; g,), 
(II) the pathwise uniqueness of solutions of (1.1) holds. 
Proof: Necessity. Suppose a unique strong solution F of (1.1) exists. 
Consider the filtered probability space (6, 8, P; g,), where (6, 8, P) = 
(W, b(W), mw) and 8, is defined in the usual way (see (2.4) and (2.5)). 
Define an { j,}-Brownian motion 8 with afi = 0 on this filtered probability 
space by setting &z, w) = w(z) for (z, w)ER~+ x W. For an arbitrary 
probability measure p on (8W, !J3(8 W)) let Z be a continuous {8,}- 
adapted boundary process on the filtered probability space with p as its 
probability distribution. If we set 8= F[2, fi] then by (1) of Definition 
1.6, (p,fi) is a solution of (1.1) with 88=Z on (8, 5, P; 8,) so that (I) is 
satisfied. 
To verify (II) suppose ($8) and (p, 8’) are two solutions on the same 
filtered probability space with fi= 8’ and 88= 82. Then by (2) of 
Definition 1.6 
8= F[&, 8]= F[&‘, 8’]= ff, 
which verifies the pathwise uniqueness of solutions of (1.1). 
Sufficiency. Assume (I) and (II). Part (I) implies in particular that 
for every x E 8 W there exists a solution (2, 8) to (1.1) with 88=x on some 
filtered probability space. This and (II) together imply according to 
Theorem in [ 123 the existence of a transformation F of 8 W x W into W 
satisfying (F. 1 )-(F.3). According to Lemma 3.4, F and F,, defined by (3.13) 
for every probability measure ,u on (8 W, 23(8 W)) satisfy (l), (2), and (3) in 
Definition 1.4 so that FE S(a W x W). It remains to show that F satisfies (1) 
and (2) of Definition 1.6. 
To verify (2) of Definition 1.6, let (2, B) be a solution of (1.1) on a 
filtered probability space (d, $, P; 8,) and let p be the probability dis- 
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tribution of 82. Let (X, B) be the representation of (2, B) on the filtered 
probability space (Q 5, P; 5,) constructed on Q = W, x IV, as in Lemma 
2.1 so that (X, B) is a solution of (1.1) on this filtered probability space. To 
show that X= F,,[aX, B] recall that for x E N; defined in the proof of 
Lemma 3.2, (X, B) is a solution of (1.1) with 8X= x on the filtered 
probability space (0, 5, P;,; 5;) according to Theorem 2.2. Thus by (F.3) 
Let 
X = I;,[x, B], P& almost surely for x E NE . (3.16) 
A = {h, WJ E w, x w,; F[ax, B] = A-}. 
Since F,[JX, B] and X are 23( W, x W,)” x ““/b( W, ) measurable we have 
A ~23( W, x Wo)pxmw. Then by (P.3) and (3.16) 
P(A) = 1 P;,(A) p(dx) = 0. 
f3W 
Thus X= F,[aX, B], a.s. (P). Since (2, &) has the same probability 
distribution as (X, B) we have J? = F,[c?~, B], a.s. (p). This verifies (2) of 
Definition 1.6. 
To verify (1) of Definition 1.6, let (8, $,?; 8,) be a filtered probability 
space on which an { 8, )-Brownian motion with afi = 0 exists. Let .?! be a 
continuous { s,}-adapted boundary process on this filtered probability 
space with a probability distribution ,u. By (I) there exists a solution ($@ 
of (1.1) with p as the probability distribution of a.%? on some filtered 
probability space (d, 8, P; 8,). Thus by Lemma 2.1 there exists a solution 
(A’, B) of (1.1) with p as the probability distribution of ax on the filtered 
probability space (s2,& P; 3,) constructed on 52 = W, x W, by (2.0~(2.5). 
Then by (2) of Definition 1.6, which we have verified above, we have 
Define 
x= zgax, BI a.s. (P). 
8= FJ2, 81. 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
Since (ax, B) and (2, fi) have the same probability distribution p x m, on 
(aWx W,, b(aWx W,)), (X, B) and (2, B) have the same probability dis- 
tribution on ( W, x W, b( W, x W,)) so that (2, b) is a solution of (1.1) on 
(d, 8, P; 8,). Finally, to show that &= 2, let p be the mapping of W 
onto aW defined by pw= wlaR; for WE W. Then from (3.17) 
(Po~p)[ax,~~ =p(~)=ax a.s. (P). (3.19) 
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Since (2, I?) and (X, B) have the same probability distribution which is 
our P by construction, we have for any null set A in (W, x W,, 
m Wl x Woh PI 
P[(2, B)-‘(A)] = P(A) =o. (3.20) 
Thus by (3.18), (3.19), and (3.20) 
a~(.,Q)=p(~(.,~))=(poF,)[~(.,~),~(.,~)] 
=2(-,cq for a.e. ci, in si, $j, B). 
This completes the verification of (1) of Definition 1.6. i 
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